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The low-energy levels of120Pd74 were populated byb decay of120Rh75, which was produced via projectile
fragmentation of a136Xe82 beam at 120 MeV/nucleon. Delayedb-gatedg rays with energies of 438 and
618 keV were observed in coincidence with120Rh75 fragments and assigned to the 21

+→0+ and 41
+→21

+

transitions, respectively, in120Pd74. Isomericg-ray transitions are also reported for120Rh75 and 126Cd78. The
low-energy structure of120Pd74 shows remarkable similarity to those of the isotopic108Pd62 and isotonic
128Xe74 suggesting that these nuclides share the sameZ=50 andN=82 closed shell structures with neutron-rich
120Pd74.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effect of the quenching of neutron shell gaps in
neutron-rich nuclei has been known in self-consistent mean-
field calculations since the late 1970s[1] and has been dis-
cussed extensively in a number of publications(see, e.g.,
Refs.[2–4], and references therein). The microscopic origin
of the narrowing of neutron shell gaps is found in the inter-
play between properties of the weakening nucleon-nucleon
potential at the nuclear surface and strong pairing effects.
The magnitude of the quenching effect is sensitive to the
form of the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction. For ex-
ample, the Skyrme SkP potential predicts quenching inde-
pendently from the method of treatment of the pairing inter-
action [2]. For other potentials, pairing plays a decisive role
[4]. It follows that the theoretical phenomenon of quenching
is a strong model dependent effect and it is therefore impor-
tant to seek unambiguous experimental indicators of the shell
structure in very neutron-rich nuclei.

The consequence of neutron shell quenching in neutron-
rich nuclei in an astrophysical context, first recognized by
Haenselet al. [5], has been utilized in attempts to understand
the significant departures of calculatedr-process yields from
the observed solarr-process abundances. The key feature,
theoretical nuclear masses along ther-process path, depends
critically on the underlying shell structure in the region.
Amongst many existing mass models, the ETFSI-Q[3], with
the quenching introduced analytically into the model, signifi-
cantly improved the agreement between the calculated
r-process yields and observed abundances in the region
112øAø124 [6].

Dillmann et al. [7] recently reported new measurements
for the mass of130Cd82 deduced from the experimentalb end

point energy for the decay130Cd82→130In81. They noted that
the experimental mass of130Cd82 was higher than expected
from some mass model calculations(FRDM [8], ETFSI-1
[9], Duflo-Zuker mass formula[10]) assuming a regular neu-
tron shell closure. On the other hand, the Hartree-Fock-
Bogolyubov(HFB) mean field model with SkP Skyrme ef-
fective interaction[2] and the ETFSI-Q model with SkSC4
interaction[3] both predict the mass of130Cd82 close to ex-
periment and the neutron “shell quenching” atN=82. Con-
sequently, Dillmannet al. [7] proposed that the highQb

value for 130Cd82 was a direct signature ofN=82 shell
quenching below132Sn82. However, the more recent succes-
sion of microscopic mass models, based on either on
Hartree-Fock + BCS(HFBCS-1 with MSk7 interation[11])
or HFB (HFB-1 with BSk1 interaction[12] and HFB-2 with
BSk2 and BSk2 interactions[4]) methods predictN=82 shell
quenching but do not calculate the mass of130Cd82 correctly.

Low-energy excited states are also sensitive to shell
quenching. In the vicinity of a neutron closed shell, the low-
energy yrast excitations in an even-even isotopic sequence
are expected to rise with increasing neutron number towards
the highest value at the shell closure. Thus, the neutron num-
ber dependence of the energies of the first 2+ fEs21

+dg and 4+

fEs41
+dg states(usually the only states known experimentally

in very exotic nuclei) serves as another important indicator
of the presence of shell closures. Experimental data onEs21

+d
andEs41

+d excitations in even-even neutron-rich nuclei with a
proton number close toZ=50 and a neutron number close to
N=82 reveal interesting irregularities. For example,
Kautzschet al. [13] reported that in128Cd80 the values of
Es21

+d andEs41
+d are lower than those for the adjacent nuclide

126Cd78. Moreover, these energies are significantly different
from the corresponding values for the isotonic52Te nuclides,
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130Te78 and 132Te80. Systematics of the known energies of
first 2+ states in even-even48Cd nuclides show that the neu-
tron number dependence ofEs21

+d is not very sensitive to the
approaching shell closure atN=82. However, we will point
out later that the same effect can be seen in even-even
2-proton-hole80Hg isotopes approachingN=126.

On the other hand, recent investigations[14] of the struc-
ture of neutron-rich even-even46Pd nuclides have shown a
similarity with the comparable isotonic54Xe energies over
much of the known range of neutron numbers and the ex-
pected rise inEs21

+d towards N=82. Low-energy excited
states in even-even46Pd isotopes were studied theoretically
by Kim et al. [15]. The adjustable parameters of this modern
IBM calculation are based on the microscopic mapping be-
tween multinucleon system and interacting boson system
[16]. The choice of the model space assumes regularZ=50
andN=82 closed shells. At the time of publication, predic-
tions of low-energy excited state energies up to126Pd80 were
made, based on experimental values known only up to
116Pd70. Subsequent study of theb decay of118Rh73 to levels
of 118Pd72 [17] revealed that the observed yrast energies up
through the 6+ level were within a few keV of the energies
calculated by Kimet al. [15] and observed for isotonic
126Xe72 as shown in Table I. Under conditions where the
counting of both neutron and proton bosons is well estab-
lished, a similar predictive situation was encountered for the
structure of142Xe88 [18].

We report new data for the levels of120Pd74,
120Rh75, and

126Cd78. The principal goal of the investigation was to assess
the systematic variation ofEs21

+d as a function of neutron
number for the even-even46Pd isotopes as theN=82 closed
neutron shell is approached by studying the decay of
neutron-rich45Rh isotopes to levels of neutron-rich46Pd iso-
topes.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Very neutron-rich45Rh nuclides were produced in the
fragmentation of a 120 MeV/nucleon136Xe82 beam at the
National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory(NSCL) at
Michigan State University(MSU). The beam was made in-
cident on 188 mg/cm2 4Be target and the resulting fragments
were separated using the A1900 spectrometer[19] set to ri-

gidities Br1=3.9597 Tm andBr2=3.8397 Tm, with a thin
plastic degrader placed at the intermediate dispersive image.
The momentum acceptance of the spectrometer was limited
to 1% to avoid charge states of the136Xe82 primary beam.
The desired fragments were implanted in the NSCLb count-
ing system [20,21], which included a 40 mm340 mm
31.5 mm thick double-sided silicon strip detector(DSSD)
to correlate implants of knownZ and A with subsequent
b-decay events. A series of three Si PIN detectors was placed
upstream of the DSSD implantation detector to measure the
total kinetic energy of the incoming fragments. Theb count-
ing system was augmented by 12 detectors from the MSU
segmented germanium array[22] allowing the detection ofg
rays correlated with both direct implants and subsequentb
events in the DSSD. The peakg-ray efficiency of the array,
as configured around theb counting system, was 5.3% at
1.0 MeV.

The particle identification spectrum for those fragments
incident on the most upstream Si PIN detector is presented in
Fig. 1(a). Due to the difference in ranges of the implanted
fragments, not all incident particles reached the DSSD, as
shown in Fig. 1(b). The particle identification was compli-
cated by the fact that not all fragments were produced as
fully stripped ions. The presence of charge states in the frag-
ment beam necessitated the determination of the total kinetic
energy, as well as the energy-loss and time of flight, to
uniquely identify each implant on an event-by-event basis.

An example of the charge-state contamination is given in
Fig. 2(a), where the total kinetic energy of fragments corre-
sponding to a gate in the particle identification spectrum on
what is expected to be fully stripped120Rh75 ions revealed

TABLE I. Experimental 21
+ and 41

+ energies for46Pd and54Xe
nuclides and the IBM-2 calculated energies for118,120Pd (See Ref.
[15]).

Nuclide
Es21

+d
(keV)

IBM-2
(keV)

Es41
+d

(keV)
IBM-2
(keV)

46
108Pd62 434 1046

46
120Pd74 438 430 1056 1040

54
128Xe74 443 1033

46
110Pd64 374 921

46
118Pd72 379 380 953 900

46
126Xe72 388 942

FIG. 1. (Color online) Particle identification spectrum for(a) all
fragments incident on the first Si PIN detector and(b) fragments
reaching the DSSD. The intensity scaling in the two-dimensional
plot is identical for both(a) and (b). The different isotope patterns
reflect the difference in ranges for the implanted isotopes.
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two peaks. The higher-energy peak has been attributed to
120Rh75

45+, while the peak at lower energy is from hydrogen-
like 117Rh72

44+ ions. The spectrum in Fig. 2(a) included all
fragments incident on the most upstream Si PIN detector. If
one examines the same total kinetic energy spectrum as in
Fig. 2(a), but with the additional requirement that the im-
planted ions reached the DSSD, then only the more energetic
120Rh75

45+ ions are present, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The range
discrimination for the hydrogen-like contaminants was use-
ful in many cases in discriminating against unwanted charge
states.

Correlations were made between an identified decay event
(consisting of a low-energy signal in both the front and back
of DSSD, in anticoincidence with the upstream Si PIN de-
tectors) and a previous implant in the identical pixel or any
of the eight nearest-neighbor pixels. The maximum correla-
tion time between implants and subsequent decay events was
limited in software to 1 s. This can be compared to the av-
erage time of<100 s between implants in a single pixel of
the DSSD.

This same setup also provided for the identification of
microsecond nuclear isomers in these neutron-rich frag-
ments. Many of those fragments do not have sufficient en-
ergy to reach the DSSD, but stop instead in one of the three
upstream Si PIN detectors. As mass and charge are deter-
mined by flight time to and energy loss in the first Si PIN
detector, isomers can be observed over a much wider range
of nuclides than theb-decay correlations, which require im-
plantation into the DSSD. In this experiment, a 20ms time
window for isomeric decay was used. Again, the measure-
ment of total kinetic energy was instrumental in discriminat-
ing between fully stripped and hydrogen-like ions that over-
lapped in the particle identification spectrum.

III. RESULTS

The b-delayedg-ray spectrum gated for120Rh75 that was
accumulated in 140 h of running time with an average cur-

rent of 1.2 pnA of136Xe80 is shown in Fig. 3. The most
intense line in the spectrum is seen at 438 keV and is as-
signed to the decay of120Rh75. Weaker peaks are seen at 618,
901, and 1123 keV and are also assigned to120Rh75 decay. A
half-life of 120s10dms was determined for120Rh75 decay(see
inset in Fig. 3), based on the difference in absolute times
between identified120Rh75 fragment implants and their cor-
relatedb decays. As the 438 keVg ray is the most intense in
theb-delayedg-ray spectrum, it is our interpretation that the
438 keV g ray observed following120Rh75 b decay arises
from the 21

+ to 01
+ transition in120Pd74. It is unlikely that the

618 keV transition directly populates the ground state of
120Pd74, as there is no precedent(experimental or theoretical)
in the lighter even-even46Pd isotopes to have a second ex-
cited state so close in energy to the first 2+ state. The
618 keV g ray is therefore suggested to populate the pro-
posed 21

+ state at 438 keV, and is a candidate for the 41
+

→21
+ transition in120Pd74. The current data did not contain

sufficient statistics to corraborate the tentative assignment of
the 618 keV transition usinggg coincidences.

In their study of theb decay of118Rh73, Jokinenet al. [17]
reported a total of eight delayedg rays, all of which we
observed in correlation with118Rh73 fragments(see Fig. 3).
They also noted the presence ofb-decaying low- and high-
spin isomers in the lighter45Rh isotopes, and the possibility
of such isomers in the decay of118Rh73, owing to the weak
(18%) population of the known 6+ level in 118Pd72. A single
peak at 211 keV was observed in the promptg-ray spectrum
gated on120Rh75 implants as shown in Fig. 4(a). The average
flight time for 120Rh75 fragments from the production target
to theb counting system was 860 ns. The observation of an
isomeric transition in120Rh75 and the apparent absence of
population of higher spin states in daughter120Pd74 would
suggest that the high-spin isomer in120Rh75 de-excites via an
isomeric transition, rather than viab decay, and that theb

FIG. 2. (a) Total kinetic energy spectrum derived by gating on
the fragment group representing fully stripped120Rh75 ions in the
particle identification spectrum that includes all fragments incident
on the first Si PIN detector. The prominent low-energy peak corre-
sponds to hydrogen-like117Rh72

44+, and the higher-energy tail to
fully-stripped 120Rh75

45+. (b) Same as above but with an additional
requirement that the fragments reached the DSSD. Only the fully
stripped120Rh75

45+ ions are present due to stopping of the hydrogen-
like contaminant in the upstream Si PIN detectors.

FIG. 3. (a)g-ray spectrum correlated with theb decay of im-
planted120Rh75 in the range 0–2000 keV. The derived decay curve
in shown in the inset, where the data were fitted with a function
including both parent(120Rh75) and daughter(120Pd74) decays with
a linear background.(b) g-ray spectrum correlated with theb decay
of implanted118Rh73 in the range 0–1200 keV.
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decay is from an isomer with lower rather than higher spin.
Isomericg rays were also correlated with the implantation

of 126Cd78 fragments as shown in Fig. 4(b). Strong lines at
652, 814, and 401 keV, the same strong lines reported in the
decay of 126Ag79 by Kautzschet al. [13], were observed
along with a number of weaker lines. Based on the scatter of
points across the accessible range of the time-to-amplitude
converter spectrum for the isomericg rays assigned to
126Cd78, the half-life of the 126Cd78 isomer is most likely
longer than the 20ms time window available for prompt
g-ray detection. There were not enough events from which to
derive any coincidence results. However, the large number of
g rays observed suggests a complex decay scheme involving
possible high-spin 2-neutron states with spin and parity 7−

and 10+ as are well-known in isotonic126Sn78, as well as
possible involvement of the 8+ 2-proton state. The 401, 814,
and 652 keVg rays were placed by Kautzschet al. [23], as
arising, respectively, from the cascade from a 5− level at
1869 keV (1902), through 4+ level at 1467 keV (1594)
through a 2+ level at 652 keV(740) to the 0+ ground state in
126Cd78. The numbers in parentheses are the level position
arising from a recentOXBASH calculation[7] for 126Cd78 and
are seen to average about 80 keV above of the observed
positions. The isomericg rays recently reported by Hell-
ström et al. [24] for 125Cd77,

126In77, and 127In78 were also
observed in correlation with those fragments.

IV. DISCUSSION

The proposed new value ofEs21
+d for 120Pd74 is displayed

in Fig. 5, together with the knownEs21
+d values in the54Xe,

52Te, 48Cd, and46Pd nuclides. The proposedEs21
+d andEs41

+d
values for120Pd74 are shown in Table I, along with previ-
ously published 21

+ and 41
+ energies for46Pd and54Xe nu-

clides and the IBM-2 predictions for118Pd72 and120Pd74. The
determination of theEs21

+d andEs41
+d for 118Pd72 and120Pd74

reveal a extraordinary two-way isotopic symmetry(centered
on 114Pd68) with 110Pd64 and 108Pd62 and isotonic symmetry
with 126Xe72 and128Xe74, as well as excellent agreement with
the earlier IBM-2 calculations of Kimet al. [15].

Given the remarkable proximity of the newEs21
+d and

Es41
+d energies in120Pd74 to the calculated energies, to isoto-

pic 108Pd62, and to isotonic128Xe74, we infer that the protons
and neutrons in120Pd74 nuclide “see” the sameN=82 closed

neutron shell as is “seen” by isotonic128Xe74, as well as the
sameZ=50 closed proton shell.

Also included in Fig. 5 are theEs21
+d values for the

2-proton-hole80Hg nuclides and 4-proton hole78Pt nuclides
just below theN=126 closed shell[25]. What can be seen in
these comparisons is that the 4-proton-hole(particle) nu-
clides, 46Pd, 78Pt, and54Xe exhibit nuclear structure trends
fully consistent with the number of neutron boson holes
present and a smooth approach to the closed neutron shells.
In contrast,Es21

+d for the 2-proton-hole(particle) 48Cd, 80Hg,
and 52Te nuclides exhibit nuclear structure features that are
dominated by shell properties, rather than collective proper-
ties. Notice also the divergence forEs21

+d in the light 52Te
isotopes as theN=50 closed shell is approached. The rela-
tively good agreement between the three observed yrast lev-
els in 126Cd78 and the positions of those levels calculated
within the OXBASH code, truncated by neglecting the contri-
butions of the deeppf5/2 hole states, is consistent with the
notion that shell properties will dominate nuclear structure
within two particles(holes) of a closed shell, but that collec-
tive properties will become increasingly important for nu-
clides that lie four or more particles(holes) away from
closed neutron and proton shells. It would be difficult to
envision circumstances in whichEs21

+d andEs41
+d for 120Pd74

could be almost identical to those in isotonic128Xe74 and also
be fit, within a few keV, by an IBM-2 calculation which is
tuned to fit the whole range of even-even46Pd nuclides as a
function of the number of neutron bosons, if both the54Xe
and 46Pd nuclides did not share almost identicalN=82 and
Z=50 closed shells. Results of recent mass measurements for
the neutron-rich46Pd isotopes are, on average, within one
standard deviation of the values calculated by the FRDM
[26], providing added support for the regular neutron and
proton shell closures influencing the low-energy structure of
120Pd. This agreement between measured ground-state

FIG. 4. Isomericg rays occuring within a 20ms time window
after implantation of(a) 120Rh75, and(b) 126Cd78.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Energies for the first 2+ levels in the
2-hole (particle) nuclei 52Te (open black squares), 48Cd (open red
circles), and 80Hg (open blue diamonds), and the 4-hole(particle)
nuclei 54Xe (filled black squares), 46Pd (filled red circles), and78Pt
(filled blue diamonds). The data for Pd, Cd, Te, and Xe make use of
the neutron range 50,N,82, while the data for Hg and Pt are
referenced to 114,N,126.
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masses and the FRDM predictions can be contrasted with the
results for130Cd mentioned earlier[7], where most of the
models, including the FRDM, did not adequately reproduce
the observed mass.

In conclusion, the new results for the energies of the first
2+ and 4+ states in120Pd74 support the notion that the neutron
shell quenching is not extended to the46Pd nuclei withN
ø74. The proposed impact of a reduced shell gap on
r-process waiting points, as ther-process approachesN=82
aroundZ=40–42 is clearly not noticable yet atZ=46. On
the other hand, there are hints from the previous experiments
for a reducedN=82 shell gap inN=78,80,82 isotopes of

48Pd. More experimental data, especially aroundN=82 and
for Zø46 are needed to clarify whether some reduction of
the N=82 shell gap occurs in this mass region, and whether

it is sufficient to explain the difficulties in manyr-process
models to reproduce the observed 112øAø124 abundances
in the solar system.
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